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Automatic generation control (AGC) in modern power systems (PS) is difficult
because the output power of many power resources is intermittent, and the load
and system parameters vary widely. In this paper, a novel control scheme known as
the wavelet based multiresolution proportional integral derivative (MRPID) controller
for multiple interconnected hybrid power sources is presented. The discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is used in the proposed wavelet based MRPID controller to split the
error between the actual and target responses into different frequency components
at several stages. To ensure optimum system performance, the gains of the MRPID
controller are fine-tuned using the Fox Optimizer Algorithm (FOA), a new powerful
metaheuristic technique. The proposedMRPID controller is evaluated in a three-area
hybrid system where each area contains a combination of conventional generation
(gas, thermal reheat and hydro) and renewable generation sources (solar, and wind).
The proposed controller also accounts for system non-linearities, including boiler
dynamics, time delay, dead band, generation rate limitation, system uncertainties,
and load changes. In the hybrid system studied, the proposed MRPID is compared
with FOA-tuned PID and PI controllers. The proposed MRPID controller tuned with
FOA algorithm effectively reducing the peak overshoot of 89.03%, 76.89 and 56.96%
and undershoot of 69.52%,66.90 and 94.29% for ΔPtie12, ΔPtie23 and ΔPtie13

respectively as compared to FOA based PI controller.
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Introduction

The power system (PS) is a link of vital elements that ensures the successful transmission of
electricity across a large region. To ensure the effective operation and stability of the interlinked
PS, the generation, transmission, and distribution components of the system must work
together effectively. The dynamics of the power grid influence the resulting transient
response. Consequently, the abrupt change in active power requirement leads to vigorous
changes in the system. The nominal value of the system frequency must be observed, which is
derived from the active power. Load-frequency control (LFC) is employed to sustain the power
and frequency between grid areas in an interconnected grid based on the planned value. If the
load-generation balance is not sustained, the frequency of the system suffers. Frequency
excursions occur when there is a difference between the load demand and the generated
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power. When the system’s load demand exceeds the generator’s
power, the system’s frequency drops. To avoid system instability,
control measures must be commenced as soon as possible in response
to huge frequency trips. When the maximum frequency overshoot
goes a particular threshold, load shedding is automatically
commenced to sustain the minimal frequency. The peak overshoot
and time settling of the system should be kept as low as possible to
ensure reliable system operation. (Liu et al., 2021; Ali et al., 2022; Liu
et al., 2022).

Initially, AGC regulators, governor model, control performance,
excitation control model, distinct load profile and parameter variation
were discussed (Alghamdi and Canizares, 2021; Baros et al., 2021). A
linearized structure of the LFC is built, but non-linearity is present
throughout the power system and can be further elaborated in the

manuscript. The reference (Bevrani et al., 2021) proposes using the
permanence equation approach to evaluate and build two areas of IPS
with non-linear speed governor backlash. The design of the
interlinked scheduled PS consists of Governor Dead Zone
(GDZ), delay time and Generation Rate Constraints (GRC). An
interconnected three network PS with non-linearity is proposed as
a query system for various loading situations (Pradhan et al., 2016).
According to in Naidu et al. (2014), the PID controller based on the
artificial bee colony (ABC) technique was employed in a multi-
objective task for the management of LFC an IPS. In this study, the
weighted sum method was utilized to reduce both the time settling
and overshoot. Regardless of its importance in comparison to
single objective optimization, the biased sum method is
extremely sensitive to the coefficients that are specified.

TABLE 1 Nomenclature.

Acronym Definition Acronym Definition

PS Power system AGC Automatic Generation Control

LFC Load Frequency Control SLP Step Load Perturbation

MRPID Multi Resolution Proportional Integral Derivative DWT Discrete wavelet Transform

RES Renewable Energy Resources

TD Time Delay

hDE-PS Hybridized Differential Evolution with Pattern Search ESS Energy Storage System

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization ΔF Frequency Deviation

IPS Interconnected Power System PID Proportional Integral Derivative

GDB Governor Dead Band BD Boiler Dynamics

FOD Fox Optimizer Algorithm ABC Artificial Bee Colony

PD Proportional Derivative FDO Fitness dependent Optimizer

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator GRC Generation Rate Constraint

B Area Bias Factor PI Proportional Integral

FESS Flywheel Energy Storage System Vt Terminal Voltage

HPS Hybrid Power System DO Dandelion Optimizer

ΔPD Load Deviation AOA Archimedes Optimization Algorithm

Ri Speed Regulation ΔPtie Tie-Line Power Deviation

ΔPG Deviation in the Output of Generator ΔXG Valve Position of Governor

NN Neural networks IFDO Improved Fitness Dependent Optimization

TCD Compressor Discharge Volume Time Constant Trh Reheat Thermal Constant

Ts Settling time Tw Wind Time Constant

Ush Undershoot BD Boiler Dynamics

Kp Power System Gain GRC Generation Rate Constraint

Tp Time Constant of Power System TD Time Delay

Osh Overshoot TF Transfer Function

WT Wavelet Transform Th Hydro Time Constant

Ke Gain of Exciter Ts Settling Time

Kp Gain of Power System GRC Generation Rate Constraints

Tf Fuel Time Constant ACE Area Control Error
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In this research paper, it is found that most researchers have dealt
with LFC issues that are limited to conventional interconnected grids
(Shah et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). However, due to changes in
people’s lifestyles, increased demand for energy, increasing
industrialization, environmental concerns, and modernization of
power supply, the architecture of the interconnected grid is
changing (Gupta et al., 2019; Latif et al., 2020). Therefore, we are
moving from a conventional power supply to a hybrid PS (Ganguly
et al., 2017; Khezri et al., 2019). The variation of frequency deviation is
caused by the diversity of renewable energy generation and the
obstruction of load need, and a disturbance in one area of the
control system causes a disturbance in other regions of the
dynamics control system. The main reason of system oscillations is
the extreme saturation of non-traditional energy reserves combined
with the inertia of the system, which starts to fluctuations in the grid
frequency and exchangeable interconnection power (Guha et al., 2021;
Latif et al., 2021). Exceeding the set frequency limit, on the other hand,
leads to a power interruption and a so-called blackout. With the
presence of renewable energy sources (RES), it is obvious that the
emerging energy grid will have problems with frequency regulation
(Prostejovsky et al., 2018; Irudayaraj et al., 2020). Therefore, a
contemporary control method is essential to provide inevitable
power with enhanced cohesive frequency control that takes into
account today’s renewable resources.

Several control strategies are being developed to guarantee the
frequency stability of RES. Reference (Gulzar et al., 2022) provides

a broad overview of the control methodologies used for the AGC
problem in PS. The PID controller and its modifications remain the
most used controllers for low-frequency control of PS due to their
low price and ease of operation associated to other controllers
(Hasanien, 2018), (Hasanien and El-Fergany, 2019), (Khadanga
et al., 2019), and (Magdy et al., 2019). Moreover, PI controllers
have been implemented in various energy storage systems (ESS) to
improve the frequency strength of PS with a high percentage of RES
(Guha et al., 2018; Magdy et al., 2020). However, traditional
controllers are more susceptible to non-linearities and
uncertainties in the system. Therefore, their performance may
decrease. According to the literature review, traditional PID and
PI controllers, as well as the neural network (NN) controller, are
widely employed for frequency control of various PS. However, the
implementation of these controllers is influenced by constraint
modifications, non-linearity, and unknown system dynamics.
Wavelet transforms (WT), on the other hand, which are top
fitted for non-periodic and non-stationary control signals, do
not use the control system model. Wavelet transforms non-
periodic and non-stationary signals simultaneously into
frequency and time localized elements. To focus on a signal
with prolonged time intervals for low frequency elements and
sharp time intervals for high frequency elements, WT are
suitable. Therefore, this paper presents a novel multi-resolution
PID controller based on WT for modeling and frequency control of
an interconnected network with multiple domains. The proposed

FIGURE 1
Schematic overview of multi area interconnected hybrid diverse power system.
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control method was evaluated based on experimental and
simulation results and compared with traditional PI and PID
controllers.

Previous studies have shown that the choice of controller
parameters is as vital as the choice of controller type. In terms of
frequency stability, the evolutionary optimization methods used to
adjust the controller boundary conditions are crucial. Therefore, the
selection of an effective optimization approach is a vital and crucial
difficulty in controller design. In the past, the optimal gains of
frequency controllers have been selected using some conventional
optimization methods (Young-Hyun et al., 2000; Topno and Chanana,
2017). The nomenclature applied in this study is shown in Table 1.

Furthermore, a fuzzy gain scheduling (FGS) controller is suggested
in reference (Revathi and Mohan Kumar, 2020) for the choice of
controller gains. Yet, these techniques face several obstacles, such as
the collapse of local minima, death traps at local minima, the necessary
for numerous iterations, and the dependence on initial requirements
when determining the optimal parameters. For this reason, researchers
have developed metaheuristic optimization techniques, such as the
PSO (Jagatheesan et al., 2015), moth swarm algorithm (MSO) (Magdy
et al., 2018), electric optimization algorithm (EOA) (Dahab et al.,
2020), improved lightning attachment algorithm (ILAO) (Khamies
et al., 2021), moth flame optimization (MFO) (Nandi et al., 2019),
lightning attachment optimizer (LAO) (Mohamed et al., 2020), Fitness
Dependent Optimizer (FDO) (Daraz et al., 2020a), path finder
algorithm (PFA) (Priyadarshani et al. 2020), genetic algorithm
(GA) (Soleimani and Mazloum, 2018), hybrid teaching learning-
based algorithm with pattern search (hTLBO-PS) (Dillip Khamari
et al., 2020), hybridized sine cosine algorithm with FDO (hSCA-FDO)
(Daraz et al., 2022), water cycle algorithm (WCA) (Kumari and
Shankar, 2018) and hybridized DE with PS (Pradhan et al., 2021).
Elkasem et al. in (Elkasem et al., 2022) used the cascaded configuration
of tilt derivative with tilt integral term controller to adjust their gains

using improved form of chaos game algorithm. The authors in
(Hasanien and El-fergany, 2017) have been utilized PID controller
adjusted with algorithm based on symbiotic organism exploration by
probing high wind form (WF) for IPS. The authors in reference
(Elkasem et al., 2021) proposed a control tactic to enhance the
frequency IPS composing of diverse power sources and the high
diffusion concentration of wind energy. The anticipated control
approach is based on FLC-PID controller optimized with
arithmetic optimization algorithm (AOA). In addition, special
attention has been paid to the application of various optimization
methods to solve industrial problems, especially the LFC crisis. This is
the motivation for the author to use the Fox Optimizer Algorithm
(FOA) to ascertain the optimal parameters of the suggested MRPID
controller in this study.

The integration of a well-designed control unit into the power
system is therefore of great importance. In addition, the power system
frequency and the interconnection line must be kept within adequate
constraints and the balance of the system must be restored as soon as
possible. In this study, a novel multi-resolution PID controller is
presented as a reliable alternative method to improve the
sustainability, reliability and stability of a hybrid PS containing
conventional and RES such as photovoltaic and wind energy. A
FOA, a novel metaheuristic optimization method, is used to tune
the gains of the proposed MRPID controller. The inspiration,
significance and contributions of the current study are highlighted
as follows:

1) To control the system behavior in terms of frequency and power
fluctuations, a new attempt was made to develop a PID controller
based on wavelet resolutions.

2) Using a new strong FDO optimization approach to determine
the ideal controller parameters to ensure optimal controller
behavior.

3) The realistic model, which includes various non-linearities such as
GDZ, GRC, BD, and TD, was considered for a hybrid energy
system with conventional and RES such as photovoltaics and wind
energy.

4) Comparing the performance of the MRPID controller with other
controllers, such as the traditional PID and PI controllers, to
demonstrate its superiority.

5) The robustness of the suggested controller algorithm was evaluated
in a series of test cases where the load step perturbation (SLP) and
system parameters were randomly adjusted.

Power system model

As indicated in Figure 1, the PS under study is a three-unit IPS
with a thermal reheat, hydro, solar, wind, and a gas power plant in
each control area. Appendix A (Liu et al., 2022) contains the
description of the given system and its parameters. Furthermore,
the physical limitations of the PS such as GDZ and GRC, are
considered for the non-linearity and a more practical analysis of
the thermal units, taking the GRC rate (0.0017 pu/s and 0.003 pu/
s). Moreover, the generation rate limitation of the hydropower system
is (0.06 p. u.) and (0.045 pu/s) for decreasing and increasing rates,
respectively (Arya, 2019; Daraz et al., 2020b). The Fourier series is used
to obtain the transfer function (TF) for GDZ with 0.50% backlash, as
indicated in Eq. 1:

FIGURE 2
Transfer model of boiler dynamics.
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GDB � N1+SN2

STsg + 1
(1)

Where N1 = 0.8 and N2 � −0.2
π

The time delays can affect the execution of the controller and
amplify oscillations in the system. For this reason, this work includes a
simulation analysis that accounts for the time delays in ACE as well as
other non-linearities in the system. The TF model for the BD is shown
in Figure 2. This model can be used to analyze both well-regulated
coal-fired power plants and poorly regulated gas- or oil-fired power
plants. As soon as the boiler control unit identifies a change in steam
flow rate or pressure variations, the appropriate controls are instantly
initiated (Daraz et al., 2020c; Zhang et al., 2020). This is how
generation adjustment works in conventional steam power plants.
The following equation shows the TF model of the boiler dynamics:

Tcpu s( ) � 1 + STrb( )K1b 1 + ST1b( )
S 1 + 0.1STRb( ) (2)

Tf s( ) � e−td s( )

1 + ST
(3)

The overall, TF model for the gas power unit (GG(s)) consists of
the TF of the fuel combustion (G1(s)), TF of the compressor discharge
(G2(s)), TF of the speed governor (G3(s)) and TF of the valve position
(G4(s)) and is denoted by Eqs 4, 5, 7, 8 respectively.

G1 s( ) � 1 − TCRs( )
1 + TFs

(4)

G2 s( ) � a
1 + TCDs( ) (5)

G3 s( ) � 1 + Xs( )
1 + Ys( ) (6)

G4 s( ) � 1
c + bs( ) (7)

GG s( ) � 1 − TCRs( ) 1 + Xs( )a
c + bs( ) 1 + Ys( ) 1 + TFs( ) 1 + TCDs( ) (8)

FIGURE 3
TF model of (A) Renewable Energy Sources (RES) (B) Thermal Reheat system (C) Hydro generation system (D) Gas generation system.
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The overall, TF model for the thermal reheat unit (GG(s)) consists
of TF of the turbine (GTR1(s)), TF of the reheat (GTR2(s)), and TF of the
governor (GTR3(s)) and is denoted Eqs 9, 10, 11, 12 respectively.

GTR1 s( ) � 1
1 + Ttrs( ) (9)

GTR2 s( ) � 1 + TreKres
1 + Tres( ) (10)

GTR3 s( ) � 1

1 + Tgrs( ) (11)

GTR s( ) � 1 + TreKres

1 + Tgrs( ) 1 + Tres( ) 1 + Ttrs( ) (12)

The combined, TF model for hydral us with penstock (GH2(s)),
and TF of the hydro governor (GH3(s)) and is denoted by Eqs 13, 14,
15, 16 respectively.

GH1 s( ) � 1 − Tws( )
1 + 0.5Tws( ) (13)

GH2 s( ) � 1 + Trss( )
1 + Trhs( ) (14)

GH3 s( ) � 1
1 + Ths( ) (15)

GH s( ) � 1 − Tws( ) 1 + Trss( )
1 + Ths( ) 1 + 0.5Tws( ) 1 + Trhs( ) (16)

Solar thermal power plants absorb solar radiation and convert it
into usable heat and electricity. Concentration of solar energy is
critical to generating sufficient heat to efficiently operate a power
plant. A thermodynamic heat-to-electricity cycle (Zhang et al., 2020)

using concentrated solar thermal power. The essential elements of an
STPG system are the solar accumulators and the working liquid. Solar
energy is collected using parabolic troughs that direct sunlight onto a
circulating tube of working fluid (air, water, or oil). During the energy
cycle, the working liquid is boiled to generate high pressure steam in a
boiler, which is then expanded in a turbogenerator to produce
electricity. With some approximations, the STPG system can be
linearized, and the TF model is described for small signal analysis
as follows:

Gs s( ) � ΔPSTPG

ΔPsolar
� Ks

1 + STs

KT

1 + STT
(17)

where KT and KS stand for the gain constants, TT for the time
constants of the steam turbine and Ts for the time constants of the
solar collector. As a mature form of RES, wind energy has grown
steadily in recent years, and its share of the power grid continues
to increase. Although wind energy has utility and environmental
benefits, its erratic nature overloads interconnectors and causes
frequency deviations in the power grid. When wind speed
fluctuates, a rotor-tilt control mechanism is activated to
ensure constant wind turbine output. Three WTPGs are
considered and characterized by a first order delay-based TF,
as shown in Figure 3A (Jampeethong and Khomfoi, 2020; Li et al.,
2021).

GWTG s( ) � ΔPWTPG

ΔPwind
� KWTG

1 + STWTG
(18)

Where KWTG is the gain of wind energy generation and TWTG is the
time constant of the wind energy plant.

FIGURE 4
Flow chart of Fox Optimizer Algorithm.
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Fox optimization algorithm (FOA)

The instinctive hunting strategies of foxes served as
inspiration for this metaheuristic algorithm. Fox adjusts the
population, also called X-matrix, at the beginning. The

position of a fox is denoted by X. The cost functions are then
used to determine the fitness of each search agent in each
iteration. The fitness values of each search agent are
compared with the fitness values of the other agents to
determine the best fitness and the best position. A condition

FIGURE 5
Schematic Diagram of MRPID controller with power system.

FIGURE 6
Schematic flow of parameter optimization for the proposed control methodology.
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that compares the fitness of the recent row with the fitness of
the prior row across all repetitions is used to execute best fitness
and best X. Furthermore, the algorithm consists of two
main sections: exploration and exploitation (Mohammed and
Rashid, 2022).

Exploitation

In this stage, there is a condition regarding the probability of
killing the prey. The value of the arbitrary variable (p) is between
0 and 1, so if the arbitrary value is greater than 0.18, the recent

TABLE 2 Controllers gain for a three-area interconnected PS.

Area MRPID PID PI

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

Area1 Kp1 1.43 Kp1 0.0001 Kp1 0.59

Ki1 1.27 Ki1 1.59 Ki1 0.46

Kd1 1.93 Kd1 1.97 Kd1 -

KH1 1.08 - - - -

KL1 1.11 - - - -

Kp2 0.67 Kp2 0.15 Kp2 1.78

Area-2 Ki2 1.11 Ki2 0.74 Ki2 0.75

Kd2 1 Kd2 0.25 Kd2 -

KH2 1.24 - - - -

KL2 1.37 - - - -

Kp3 1.20 Kp3 0.41 Kp3 0.52

Ki3 0.96 Ki3 0.14 Ki3 1.11

Area-3 Kd3 1.74 Kd3 1.76 Kd3 -

KH3 0.54 - - - -

KL3 1.87 - - - -

ITSE 0.71 × 10−4 ITSE 0.41 × 10−3 ITSE 0.008

FIGURE 7
Convergence diagram for Fox Optimizer Algorithm.
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location of the fox must be determined. We must determine
the separation between the sound waves (Dis_S_Tit)) and the
red fox’s prey (Dis_Fox_Preyit). Therefore, a random
value between 0 and 1 is generated for the sound runtime
(Time_S_Tit). Multiplying the pace of sound (Sp_S) by the time
sound takes to travel (Time_S_Tit) yields the sound distance from
the fox.

Dis S Tit� Time S Tit × Sp S (19)
where Sp_S is the speed of sound in the medium and Time_S_Tit is a
random number between 0 and 1. The range for the number of
iterations is between 1 and 500. Eq. 10 demonstrates how to calculate
Sp_S based on the optimal position.

Sp S � Dis S Tit

Time S Tit
(20)

Therefore, the distance between prey and fox (Dis_Fox_Preyit) can
be determined by halving the distance (Time_S_Tit).

Dis Fox Preyit� 0.5 × Dis S Tit (21)
After the fox has determined the distance between him and his

prey, he must position himself to jump in order to catch his prey.
Therefore, the fox must determine its jump height Jumpit.

Jumpit� 0.5 × 0.98 × t2 (22)
where t is the average travel time of the sound and is squared based on
the up and down steps of the jump. The following equation represents
the calculation of the red fox’s new position.

Xit+1� Dis Fox Preyit× Jumpit× c1 if P> 0.18 (23)
Xit+1� Dis Fox Preyit× Jumpit× c2 if P≤ 0.18 (24)

Here, c1 and c2 represent the values of the variables in the range of [0,
0.18] and [0.19, 1], respectively.

Exploration

In this phase, to control the random walk, the fox performs a
random search based on the fit location it has found so far. In this
phase, the fox lacks a jumping technique because it must randomly
walk to investigate potential prey in the search area. The variable (a)
and minimum time variable (Min_T) are employed to monitor the
search and guarantee that the fox runs randomly to the suited location.
In Eqs 25, 26, Min_T and the variables are calculated. Min_T is
determined by searching for the minimum value of tt.

tt � sum Time S Tit i, :( )( )
diminsion

; Min T � Min tt (25)

To find the minimum time average tt, divide the problem
dimension by the sum of Time_S_Tit (i,:)

a � it − 1
Max it

( )[ ] × 2 (26)

where Maxit, is the number of iterations allowed. The calculation of
both Min_T and a variable (a) has a significant impact on the quest
period to get closer to the optimal result. Eq. 27 illustrates the
assessment strategy of the fox when seeking for a new location in
the quest space X(it+1).

X it+1( ) � rand 1, dimension( )× BestXit × Min T × a (27)
The equations in both phases do not require any change except a

problem-specific adjustment. The flowchart for the Fox optimization
algorithm (FOA) is indicated in Figure 4.

Multi resolution PID controller

Classic PID controllers are broadly used in industry because they
have historically proven to be easy to implement and extremely
effective. By continuously calculating an error signal as the
difference between the setpoint and a measured process variable,

FIGURE 8
Response of the system for (A) Area 1 (B) Area 2 (C) Area 3.
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the PID controller, a feedback-based closed-loop device, generates
the control signal for the system. The following equation
illustrates the basic operation of a PID controller that uses the
error signal (e) as an input to adjust the control output (u) (Parvez
and Gao, 2005).

u t( )� Kp+Ki ∫ e t( )dt+Kd
d
dt
e t( ) (28)

Here KI, Kd and Kp are the integral, derivative and proportional
gains of the PID controller respectively. In this research study, a multi-
resolution wavelet controller is developed to improve the LFC problem

TABLE 3 Controller with algorithm for three area interconnected power system.

Controller with Algorithms Ts (Settling time) Us (Undershoot) Os (Overshoot)

ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3 ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3 ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3

PI (FOA) 12.8 13.30 12.2 −0.0066 −0.0068 −0.0073 0.00055 0.00049 0.00110

PID (FOA) 13.4 11.60 9.10 −0.0093 −0.0089 −0.0049 0.00094 0.00090 0.00017

MRPID (FOA) 11.4 10.13 8.60 −0.0059 −0.0088 −0.0049 0.00024 0.00014 0.00610

hDE-PS (MID) Pradhan et al. (2021) 19.07 18.09 - −0.00100 −0.01500 - 0.00080 0.001700 -

hTLBO-PS(TID) Dillip Khamari et al. (2020) 09.53 13.75 - −0.18888 −0.24010 - 0.007222 0.070400 -

WCA(I-TD) [40] 12.27 29.46 - −0.0109 −0.0035 - 0.00280 0.00110 -

FPA-FOTID Priyadarshani et al. (2020) 25.59 23.25 - −0.02450 −0.0228 - 0.00680 0.01170 -

FIGURE 9
Comparison of different techniques for each area in terms of percentage improvement for Ts, Osh and Ush.

TABLE 4 Controller with algorithm for ΔPtie12, ΔPtie23 and ΔPtie13.

Controller with Algorithms Ts (Settling time) Us (Undershoot) Os (Overshoot)

ΔPtie12 ΔPtie23 ΔPtie13 ΔPtie12 ΔPtie23 ΔPtie13 ΔPtie12 ΔPtie23 ΔPtie13

PI(FOA) 12.4 12.1 11.8 −0.00695 −0.00823 −0.01023 0.001641 0.00363 0.001410

PID (FOA) 8.20 11.8 9.90 −0.00568 −0.00812 −0.00691 0.000319 0.00224 0.000557

MRPID(FOA) 6.23 10.8 8.10 −0.00527 −0.00681 −0.00446 0.000039 0.00116 0.000115
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in hybrid PS with multiple domains. Wavelet transform is extensively
employed in signal processing, but in this researchwork, it is employed for
the first time to design a controller to solve the LFC problem. A multi-
resolution wavelet controller is designed by splitting the error signal into
frequency packets called wavelets. The splitting of the error signal includes

e � ∑
i
Kiei (29)

ki represents the control parameter. In common, a PID controller
accepts the control error e as the input signal and then uses the control
error to produce the control output signal u, as indicated in Eq. 28. The
proportional and integral parameters tend to take the low-frequency data

of the error signal, while the derivative constant take the high-frequency
data of the error signal (Parvez and Gao, 2005). As shown in Figure 5; Eq.
30, anMRPID split the error signal into its high,mid, and low-scale factors.

f X( )� fH X( )+fM1 X( )+ . . . + fM N−1( ) X( )+f L X( ) (30)
The application of wavelet disintegration to the error signal, as well as

the accumulative impact of several fundamental phenomena, such as
external disturbances and effects of measurement noise, manifested at
different levels. Then, each of these components is multiplied by its gain
before being combined to form the control signal (u).

u � KH eH +KM1 eM1+ . . . + KM N−1( ) +KL eL (31)

FIGURE 10
Response of the system for (A) ΔPtie12 (B) ΔPtie23 (C) ΔPtie13.
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The schematic flow of parameter optimization for the proposed
control methodology is shown in Figure 6. Proper tuning of the
metrics of the MRPID controller is required to improve the
operation of the PS in different modes. Model uncertainty and
dynamic variations should be managed by optimizing the MRPID
controller parameters. The PS must be extremely responsive to
fluctuate in load disturbance and follow the predicted situation for
all variables. Among the various performance indices used to assess
the efficacy of PS, the Integral Time Square Error (ITSE) (Naidu
et al., 2014; Hasanien and El-fergany, 2017; Morsali et al., 2018;
Daraz et al., 2021; Elkasem et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022) has been
found to be well suited for parametric optimization based on the
overshoot and time settling. Therefore, in this research study, the
ITSE is deemed as the cost function to be minimized, and its
representation in terms of a three-field network is as follows:

J � ITSE � ∫T

0
ΔFi( )2 + ΔPtie i−j( )2[ ]dt (32)

Subject to

K Min
PI,PID,MRPID( )i ≤K PI,PID,MRPID( )i ≤KMax

PI,PID,MRPID( )i (33)
Where K(PI,PID,MRPID)i are the gains of PI, PID, and MRPID
controllers, while KMax(PI,PID,MRPID)i and KMin(PI,PID,MRPID)i are the
maximum and minimum gains of the corresponding controller.

Results and analysis

In this section, the proposed controller and the selected
optimization technique were tested for validity, effectiveness and
robustness using simulation results from different scenarios. For
this purpose, a MATLAB/SIMULINK model was created to
simulate the proposed MRPID controller integrated with a
three-grid interconnected hybrid grid with conventional and
RES solar and wind power systems. The comparison of the

performance of the suggested MRPID controller with other
types of controllers, such as the conventional PI and PID
controllers with the same parameters obtained by the Fox
optimization algorithm, was used to test the simulated model
(FOA). The number of iterations is put to 100, the simulation
time is 30S, and the process is repeated 15 times for each algorithm
to allow a fair comparison. Table 2 shows the best PID gains of the
15 runs and the convergence diagram for FOA is depicted in
Figure 7. The system parameters shown for each controller type
are the frequency deviation in each region and the power deviation
between neighboring regions. The reliability, robustness, and
superiority of the presented controller were evaluated based on
the results, as shown later.

Performance comparison of the MRPID
controller with PID and PI controllers

The considered three-area system is investigated by
independently feeding PI, PID and MRPID controllers, where
the controller gains are each optimized by FOA for 1% SLP in
control zone 1. Figure 8 shows the dynamic responses of the
controllers. From the responses indicated in Figures 8A–C, the
settling time, peak undershoot, and maximum overshoot can be
calculated (see Table 3). Table 3 shows that the responses generated
by the proposed MRPID controller have shorter settling times and
lower peak overshoot and undershoot values compared to the
responses generated by the PI and PID controllers. In this way,
the suggested MRPID controller achieves superior dynamic
performance over PID and PI controllers in respect of time
settling, undershoot and peak overshoot. It can be seen from
Table 1 that the recommended FOA-MRPID control technique
gave very satisfactory results in terms of settling time in each area.
In areas 1, 2, and 3, FOA-MRPID provided settling times of 11.4 S,
10.13 S, and 8.60 S, respectively, which is faster than the FOA-PID

FIGURE 11
Comparison of different techniques for tie-line in terms of percentage improvement.
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and FOA-PI control methods. Compared to the FOA algorithms
based on PI, the MRPID controller tuned to FOA significantly
reduced overshoot for F1, F2 and F3 by 87.21%, 49.71%, and 10.56%,
respectively. It also improved the settling time by 51.56%, 11.83%,
and 14.39%. Table 3 displays that compared with the path finder
algorithm (PFA) based FOTID controller, the FOA based tuned
MRPID controller provides significant enhancement of 79.38% and
73.99% in terms of Ts, effectively reducing the maximum Osh of
76.33% and 89.00% and undershoot of 57.52% and 76.29% for F1
and F2 respectively. The MRPID -based FOA controller improves
the settling time by 63.81%, 71.88%, and 19.81% for F1 andF2
respectively, compared to I-TD controller optimized with WCA
techniques. The percentage comparison of different techniques is
shown in Figure 9.

The FOA -based MRPID controller provided a time settling of
10.13S for the area-1, which is faster than other control strategies
and 53% faster than the FPA-FOTID controller in comparison
(Priyadarshani et al. 2020). FOA based MRPID controller
produced zero overshoot as compared to FOA based PI
controllers for tie line power interconnected between area-2
and area-3. Similarly, the FOA based MRPID controllers
provided a time settling of 11.60S for the area 2, which is
78.93% more effective than the FPA-FOTID controller.
Moreover, FOA based MRPID control schemes eliminates
overshoot for area1, area 2 and area 3.

Table 4; Figures 10A–C show that the proposed FOA-MRPID
control technique gives very satisfactory outcomes in respect of Ts,
Ush, and Osh for the link line between areas 1 and 2 (Ptie12), the
interconnected area between areas 2 and 3 (Ptie23), and the link
line between areas 1 and 3 (Ptie13). In areas 1, 2, and 3, FOA-
MRPID provided settling times of 6.23 S, 10.08 S, and 8.10 S,
respectively, which is faster than the FOA-PID and FOA-PI control
methods. Similarly, the FOA based tuned MRPID controller
provides significant enhancement of 89.11%, 83.67% and 56.78%
in terms of Ts for ΔPtie12, ΔPtie23 and ΔPtie13 respectively as
compared to FOA based PI controller. The proposed MRPID
controller tuned with FOA algorithm effectively reducing the
peak overshoot of 89.03%, 76.89 and 56.96% and undershoot of
69.52%,66.90 and 94.29% for ΔPtie12, ΔPtie23 and ΔPtie13
respectively as compared to FOA based PI controller. The
percentage comparison of different techniques is shown in
Figure 11.

FIGURE 12
Sensitivity analysis for proposed FOA based MRPID controller. (A)
ΔF1, (B) ΔF2, (C) ΔF3.

TABLE 5 Sensitivity analysis for proposed FOA based MRPID controller.

Parameter % Change Ts (Settling time) Us (Undershoot) Os (Overshoot)

ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3 ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3 ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3

R +30 13.01 6.97 6.14 −0.00725 −0.00713 −0.00693 0.000296 0.00094 0.00037

−30 13.03 6.38 7.80 −0.00482 −0.00913 −0.00678 0.000289 0.00098 0.00030

TW +30 12.80 6.74 8.03 −0.00252 −0.00625 −0.00867 0.000171 0.00088 0.00051

−30 13.03 6.97 7.80 −0.00361 −0.00718 −0.00901 0.000209 0.00090 0.00060

Tr +30–30 13.01 6.67 7.91 −0.00489 −0.00489 −0.00693 0.000296 0.00094 0.00037

13.03 6.59 7.67 −0.00740 −0.00482 −0.00678 0.000289 0.00098 0.00030

Tt +30–30 13.08 8.10 6.09 −0.00251 −0.00830 −0.00618 0.000316 0.00061 0.00031

13.10 8.09 7.82 −0.00257 −0.00740 −0.00623 0.000315 0.00063 0.00032
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Sensitivity and robustness analysis

To test the loading capacity and robustness of the proposed MRPID
controller, the parameters of the studied system were changed in a range
of ±30% without changing the ideal values of the controller parameters.
These variables include the time constants of the turbine, thermal reheat,
droops, governor, and frequency distortions for each area. The
synchronization coefficient and power system operating load
conditions are also changed. The dynamic responses shown in Figures
12A–C; Table 5 indicate that the FOA-based MRPID controller was
successful even when system settings were changed. Since the values of all
performance metrics, such as Ts, % Osh, % Ush, and steady state, hardly
changed when the system parameters were adjusted, the recommended
technique may work well in dynamic situations. The attained findings
show that the suggested FOA-based MRPID controller is quite reliable
and robust and does not require any readjustment within ±30% variation
of the system parameters.

Conclusion and future recommendation

In this work, a novel multi-resolution based PID controller has
been recommended for frequency control of a hybrid PS with three
domains, where each domain contains a combination of
conventional generation (gas, thermal, and hydro) and
renewable generation units (solar and wind). The proposed
controller also accounts for system non-linearities, including
time delay, boiler dynamics, dead band, generation rate limiting,
system uncertainties, and load changes. To ensure optimal system
performance, the MRPID controller gains are well-tuned using the
Fox optimization algorithm (FOA), a powerful new metaheuristic
technique. In the hybrid system under study, the proposed MRPID
is compared with FOA-tuned PID and PI controllers, WCA-based
I-TD controllers, FPA-based FOTID controllers, hDE-PS based
MID controllers, and hTLBO- PS based TID controllers. The
MRPID -based FOA controller improves the settling time by
63.81%, 71.88%, and 19.81% for each respectively compared to
I-TD controller optimized with WCA techniques. The proposed
MRPID controller tuned with FOA algorithm effectively reducing
the peak overshoot of 89.03%, 76.89 and 56.96% and undershoot of
69.52%,66.90 and 94.29% for ΔPtie12, ΔPtie23 and ΔPtie13
respectively as compared to FOA based PI controller. From the
attained outcomes, it can be analyzed that the proposed FOA-based
MRPID controller is quite reliable and robust and does not require
any readjustment within a range of Â ± 30% alterations in the
system parameters. In future, the proposed hybrid power system

will be evaluated on the IEEE 30-bus, 39-bus, and 118-bus test
system by utilizing the graph theory.
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Appendix A

TABLE A1 Parameters of multi source hybrid power system (Liu et al., 2022).

Parameter Value Parameter Value

K3 0.5 Tw 0.025

K2 1.4 X 0.6

Ps 1.5 Y 1

Ka 10 a 1

Ta 0.1 b 0.05

Ke 1 c 1

Te 0.4 Tcr 0.01

Kg 0.8 Tf 0.23

Tg 1.4 Tcd 0.2

Ks 1 D 0.0145

Ts 0.05 H 5

Tw1 0.6 f 60

Tw2 0.041 Kps = 1/D 68.97

Kw1 1.25 Tps = 2*H/f*D 11.49

Kw2 1.4 B 0.045

Tpv 1.8 Rt 2.4

Kpv 1 Rh 2.4

T12 0.545 Rg 2.4

T13 0.545 Rw 2.4

T14 0.545 Rs 2.4

T21 0.545 Rg 2.4

T23 0.545 Tgr 0.08

Ps 1.5 Tre 10

T31 0.545 Kre 0.3

T32 0.545 Ttr 0.3

T13 0.545 Th 0.3

K3 0.5 Trs 5

Tr 1.4 Trh 28.75
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